Blue basket — Located in the front yard of the main
home. Mile Lane and a circle driveway encircle it. It is
surrounded by some trees but has several paths leading
in.
Black basket — Located near the beginning of the
property and closest to the road. It is just in front of a
pine tree and has some brush to one side. There are
three or four fruit trees leading to this basket.
Red basket — Located in the back yard behind the
trailer. It is raised up, sitting on a tree trunk. It is
surrounded by some trees but also has several paths. A
good distance behind this basket is some brush.
Orange basket — Located at the bottom of a cleared
portion of the property below the main home. It is in the
middle of a circular clearing approximately 30 feet on the
sides of the basket and 40 feet in the back of the basket
to some brush/woods line. This basket is also used as an
“island” hole on No. 3. There is a ring of wooden poles
on the ground about 20 feet from the basket. The tee
shot must land in this ring.
Yellow basket — This basket is located in the woods,
approximately 150 feet below the orange basket. There
is a tiny creek, usually dry, with a small fairway to the
right. The basket is located to the left of the creek in an
opening, surrounded by some trees. The path between
the yellow and lime baskets is completely wooded, and
there are no defined fairways at this time.
Lime basket — This basket is located in the woods
behind the second driveway of the main house. There is
a very small creek, usually dry, that is on the front of this
basket. The basket sits in an opening between trees. It
has a few open routes coming from the house side of the
course. On one side of this basket, there is a fallen tree
and a fair bit of brush.
HOLES
1. BLACK BASKET - 377 feet - Par 3 - Tee: Road at the
far driveway. One of the longest open holes. Teres in the
yard to your left, the road and field to your right is in
bounds. The basket is situated in front of the pine tree.
2. RED BASKET - 203 feet - Par 3 - Tee: Far side of the
road behind the smallest pear tree. The basket is down
to your right. Cannot go over the trailer. Raised basket.
3. ORANGE BASKET - 151 feet - Par 3 - Tee: Between
the tree and the house. This is an “island” hole. First shot
must land inside the 20-foot circle around the basket. If
the first shot does not land in the circle there is a drop

zone to the left at the base of the hill and a one-stroke
penalty.
4. YELLOW BASKET - 211 feet - Par 3 - Tee: At the
base of the hill coming down from the house. The fairway
runs parallel to the small scream on the right side below
the opening for the orange basket. The basket is in a
grove of trees to the left. There is an early opening and
an opening further down near the basket. There is a
large downed tree and some brush on the right side.
5. LIME BASKET - 233 feet - Par 4 - Tee: Off to the left
of the yellow basket if you are facing up the hill. This is
the first hole entirely in the woods and is uphill. There are
no defined fairways. There is a small fairway to the left
and a possible opening to the right. There is some brush
and a thicket to the right of the LIME basket coming from
this direction.
6. BLUE BASKET - 177 feet - Par 3 - Tee: Above the
LIME basket as facing the driveway. The first shot comes
out of the wooded section and over the stream to the
rear driveway. Then up through a slightly wooded area
into the front yard where some trees surround the main
basket.
7. LIME BASKET - 253 feet - Par 4 - Tee: On the road
near the middle of the front yard. Your first shot can
come through the tree lines in the front yard or down the
road and turn right into the lower driveway. Then across
the stream and into the woods to the basket. Brush to
the left.
8. YELLOW BASKET - 218 feet - Par 4 - Tee: To the
right of the basket as you are facing down the hill. Like
the path up the hill, you will have limited lines to get
down to the yellow basket. There is a fallen tree behind
the basket and the stream to the right.
9. ORANGE BASKET - 216 feet - Par 3 - Tee: Off to the
left of the yellow basket if you are facing up the hill. This
is not an “island” hole. You will be playing out of the
woods with the stream and narrow fairway to the left.
There is an opening early and late to get out of the
woods. The orange basket is in an opening at the bottom
of the back yard.
10. RED BASKET - 256 feet - Par 3 - Tee: Behind the
circle near the opening in the woods. Heading to the
elevated read basket. Regular play is to the back yard
up the hill to the left of the main house. There is an
opening below the shed. You can throw over the shed.
The basket is on the tree trunk with a few trees around
the yard. Some good lines when you reach the yard.

11. BLACK BASKET - 188 feet - Par 3 - Tee: Near the
bottom of the yard. Up the hill to the left of the trailer.
There are some trees so be careful. The bottom of the
yard can get wet, so tee may need adjusted at times.
12. BLUE BASKET - 338 feet - Par 3 - Tee: On the road
back by the road sign. A reverse of hole one. Long, open
tee shot over the road and field turning right into the front
yard and the blue basket.
13. RED BASKET - 167 feet - Par 3 - Tee: Top of
driveway near first mailbox. Heading to the elevated red
basket. The first sho tis under or some some trees in the
front yard of the trailer and around the far side of the
trailer. Some good lines when reach the back yard.
14. BLUE BASKET - 180 feet - Par 3 - Tee: Below the
red basket (same tee as No. 11). Your target is the blue
basket in the middle of the front yard of the house. There
is a low ceiling and a good increase in elevation. There
are some good forehand or backhand lines.
15. YELLOW BASKET - 272 feet - Par 4 - Tee: Between
the house and tree (same tee as No. 3). The first shot
will go over the orange basket and down the fairway with
a dogleg left into the woods to the yellow basket.
16. LIME BASKET - 344 feet - Par 4 - Tee: Across the
bridge at the bottom of the long path from orange to
yellow. On this hole, the locust tree at the base of the
hill/orange basket green will be a MANDO left. You
should approach the hole similar to when you throw to
the orange basket. After you have reached the opening,
you will need to MANDDO left around the locust tree and
head to the lower driveway. You will have the option of
crossing the stream early and head into the woods.
There is a good bit of underbrush, downed trees, brush,
etc., but it is playable.
17. BLACK BASKET - 341 feet - Par 4 - Tee: Near the
one small creek across from the garage. Near a fallen
tree. This route will be a mandatory below both homes
and then beside the trailer to the black basket.
18. ORANGE BASKET - 220 feet - Par 3 - Tee: In front
of small shed. You will be playing to the bottom of the
property to the orange basket. You can go to either side
or over the shed to reach the green at the bottom of the
yard. This is not an “island” hole.

